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SUPPLIER IN FOCUS

OUR STORY
Darrell Lea is crafted in Australia, by Australians, for Australians. Darrell Lea has 
been making Australia's finest chocolates, freshest liquorice and most delectable 
confectionery since 1927. Our most famous creation is soft-eating liquorice, 
invented in a small factory under the iconic arches of the Sydney Harbour Bridge! 

At Darrell Lea we strive to Make It Better and when we say it we really mean 
it! Our customers tell us ethically sourced ingredients matter, and we agree 
so we made the decision to remove palm oil from all of our products. After a  
two-year search for an alternative, we decided to switch to sunflower oil 
all across our entire range – a pretty big feat! Darrell Lea also partners with 
the Cocoa Horizons foundation, sourcing sustainable cocoa 
for our entire chocolate range. We are really proud to be 
involved in making it better and will continue to explore 
further initiatives that make our consumers proud into  
the future. 

DARRELL LEA ROLE IN CATEGORY
Darrell Lea is the key driver in the categories they play in:

 9 DL Driving 53% of Total Confectionery Growth

 9 DL Driving 64% of Total Blocks Growth

 9 DL Driving 82%Total Liquorice Growth 

How Darrell Lea is performing and what we are doing to 
improve sales and profits:
Darrell Lea is driving the growth of the Confectionery category at 
+46.4% vs YA (MAT 15/11/20) for Grocery.

Darrell Lea are offering New Sunrise a range of products that are 
now 100% palm oil free and as a result are introducing new users 
to the category and bringing in old consumers who are advocates 
of sustainability.

We have invested in a strong promotional program expanding on 
our differentiated product groups and this will dramatically improve 
all areas, also supporting preferred ranging and NPD Launches.

TOP PRODUCTS TO RANGE

Ranging the below products will ensure you are benefiting 
from the rapid growth Darrell Lea is seeing.

Darrell Lea also own Life Savers & Fabulicious  
which are huge in P&C.

Darrell Lea makes more 
than 40,000km of Liquorice 

a year, enough to wrap 
around the Earth!

New product coming soon… 
Darrell Lea are continuing to innovate 
and are expanding their range in early 
2021 with 5 new Hang Sell and 6 new  
blocks variants.

In particular the first multi collaboration 
between the Darrell lea and Life Savers 
brand – Blackcurrant pastilles bites, 
building on the success of Lifesavers  
a P&C strength.


